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ABSTRACT. In Lithuanian suffixed verbs can be formed with 9 suffixes: -uoti, -inti, -(i)oti, -ėti, -auti, -telėti,
-inėti, -enti, -yti. Nearly 5,700 suffixed verbs are used in the modern standard language. Their accentuation pattern is
not settled: some are stressed on the suffix, others are stressed on the root, yet more than 100 verbs show a variable
accentuation pattern – both accentuation variants are approved. By their stress position verbal suffixes are divided
into dominant stressed strong suffixes, dominant unstressed weak suffixes and variable-stress suffixes. The type of
accentuation of suffixed verbs depends on various morphonological, derivational and semantic factors: specific suffix
or its allomorph, part of speech of the base word, derivational meaning, root vowel gradation, metatony and other
factors. The article provides a separate analysis of the suffixed verbs with each of the 9 suffixes, highlights their
accentuation tendencies and reveals the accentuation system. It also deals with the change in accentuation norms of
such verbs and the tendencies of their actual usage in the Lithuanian language. © 2011 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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There are about 5,700 suffixed verbs in Standard
Lithuanian. They are formed with 9 suffixes. The
accentuation pattern of such verbs is rather varied: they
are stressed on the root, on the suffix or may have several
accentuation variants. The main goal of this article is to
analyse all the suffixed verbs in Standard Lithuanian, to
reveal their accentuation patterns and to describe the
existing accentuation system. The study makes use of
descriptive and comparative methods. The data was
collected from the Dictionary of Modern Lithuanian
Language (DŽ 4, DŽ 6e ). It was compared with the
resolution adopted by the State Commission of the
Lithuanian Language in 2005 on the correction of
accentuation norms of certain suffixed verbs [1: 111–127].
Nearly 5,700 suffixed verbs are used in the modern
standard language. Their accentuation in the modern

language takes the following pattern (with reference to
the data of DŽ4, DŽ6e and the recommendation of the State
Commission of the Lithuanian Language; see Table 1):
In Lithuanian suffixed verbs are formed with 9
suffixes: -uoti, -inti, -(i)oti, -ėti, -auti, -telėti, -inėti, -enti,
-yti. By their stress position all the suffixes are divided
into dominant stressed strong suffixes, dominant
unstressed weak suffixes and variable-stress suffixes. The
Table 1.
Accentuation of Suffixed Verbs

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Suffix accentuation

3, 460

61.1

Root accentuation

2, 100

37.1

102

1.8

Double accentuation
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stated groups are used to divide all the suffixed verbs
under analysis into 3 large chapters, which provide a
separate analysis of accentuation of the verbs with all
the 9 suffixes.
1. There are 2 dominant stressed strong verbal
suffixes: -enti and -inėti.
1.1. Dictionary of Modern Lithuanian Language
(DŽ4, DŽ6e) contains around 160 verbs with the suffix enti. They all have a stress on the suffix: barbénti,
dribsénti, gyvénti, mekénti, pleškénti, verkšlénti [2: 192–
193; 3: 101; 4: 250; 5: 457–460; 6: 211]. When conjugated,
the stress in the present and past simple tense first and
second person singular forms of the verbs with this suffix falls on the ending: gyvenù, gyven , gyvna; gyvena,
gyvena , gyvno.
1.2. All the verbs of the suffix -inėti are stressed on
the suffix: aklin  ti, blusin  ti, dalin  ti, skaitin  ti,
šmukštin ti vaikštin ti, žiūrin ti [2: 186–191; 3: 101; 4:
250–251; 5: 421–427; 6: 212]. Dictionary of Modern
Lithuanian Language (DŽ4, DŽ6e) includes 471 such
verbs. In the conjugation of all grammatical tense forms
of these verbs the stress does not shift and remains fixed:
e.g. vaikštin ju, vaikštin ji, vaikštin ja; vaikštin jau,
vaikštin jai, vaikštin jo.
2. There is 1 dominant unstressed weak verbal suffix – -telėti. Dictionary of Modern Lithuanian Language
(DŽ4, DŽ6e) contains approximately 500 verbs with this
suffix. They are all stressed on the root; no cases of suffixed accentuation can be found [2: 186–191; 3: 101; 4:
250–251; 5: 421–427; 6: 212]: càptelėti, grémžtelėti,
kránktelėti, krptelėti, krùstelėti, smgtelėti, šlámštelėti,
zv mbtelėti. When conjugated, all the verbs preserve a
fixed stress on the root: for instance, pýktelėti – pýktelėju,
pýktelėji, pýktelėja. Derivates of the suffix -telėti formed
from verbs or onomatopoeic interjections show a regular
acute metatony – the circumflex accent of the base word
is replaced by acute accent in the derivative: čiúožtelėti
(: čiu žti); kr  stelėti (: kr  sti); pýktelėti (: pkti);
spegtelėti (: spigti);  ktelėti (:  kti); zýztelėti (: zzti).
In the latter case, the explanation behind the acute accent lies in semantics – derivatives usually express a
momentary, abrupt action [2: 179–182; 5: 369–371]. Nevertheless, there are derivatives of the suffix -telėti in the
standard language, which maintain the circumflex of the
base word and do not undergo metatony: kaštelėti
(: kašti); rastelėti (: rasti); sme gtelėti (: sme gti);
sva gtelėti (: sva gti) [2: 182–184; 5: 368–369; 6: 214]. The
accentuation norm of certain verbs in the standard language varies, accentuation variants with both acute and
circumflex accents are approved (their number increased
when the recommendation of the State Commission of
Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci., vol. 5, no. 3, 2011
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the Lithuanian Language of 2005 on the revision of accentuation norms of certain suffixed verbs was adopted
– [1: 124–125]): bl gtelėti and blgtelėti, bl kštelėti and
bl kštelėti, dažtelėti and dáužtelėti, kaktelėti and
káuktelėti, k  stelėti and k  stelėti, kli  ptelėti and
kl  mptelėti, ki  ptelėti and k  rptelėti, kváištelėti and
kva  štelėti.
3. 6 verbal suffixes show a variable accentuation
pattern: -inti, -yti, -(i)oti, -auti, -ėti, -uoti. Some of them
show the dominant type of root accentuation, others feature the suffixed accentuation type. The type of accentuation is determined by various phonetic, morphonological,
derivational and semantic factors.
3.1. Root accentuation prevails in the group of verbs
with suffixes -inti, -yti.
3.1.1. More than 1,100 verbs with the suffix -inti function in Standard Lithuanian. The verbal suffix -inti is the
second most productive suffix among all verbal suffixes.
Their accentuation is rather complex. In 2005 the State
Commission of the Lithuanian Language corrected the
accentuation norm of as many as 34 verbs with this suffix
[1: 114–118]. The accentuation of such verbs in the standard modern language shows the following patterns (see
Table 2):
Table 2.
2 Accentuation of Derivates with the Suffix -inti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Root accentuation

965

87.1

Suffix accentuation

131

11.8

Double accentuation

12

1.1

When conjugated, the stress of the verbs of root
accentuation type does not change its place (e.g. ddinti
– ddinu, ddini, ddina), whereas the verbs of suffix accentuation, when conjugated, show a variable accentuation pattern: “the diphthong -in- of the infinitive of these
verbs is acute, whereas the short vowel -i- in the present
and past simple third person forms is stressed (the stress
in the first and second person singular falls on the ending)” [4: 257]: gamnti – gaminù, gamin, gamna;
gamina, gamina , gamno.
3.1.1.1. The verbs with a short vowel in the root are
derived from verbs, nouns, adjectives or onomatopoeic
interjections. They are all stressed on the root: ddinti,
džiùginti, glinti, glùminti, gùdrinti, krùtinti, skùbinti,
tkinti.
3.1.1.2. The verbs of foreign origin with the suffix inti are formed from international words (nouns and adjectives). They all preserve the stress place of the base
word and its prosodic properties [2: 75]: aktvinti
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(: aktvų); elèktrinti (: elèktrą); normãlinti (: normãlų);
revoliùcinti (: revoliùcija); vitam ninti (: vitamnas).
3.1.1.3. The accentuation of the verbs with a long
vowel in the root is problematic. Some verbs retain the
accent of the base word (circumflex – lãbinti (: lãbas),
lsinti (: lsa), añtrinti (: añtrą), bl ginti (: bl gas),
ka tinti (: ka to), skabinti (: skaba); acute – áiškinti
(: áiškus), álkinti (: álkti), báiminti (: báimė), lýginti
(: lýgų), m kslinti (: m kslas), šiáušinti (: šiáušti)). Yet
others do not retain the accent of the base word and
undergo metatony. The metatony occurs due to semantic characteristics of derivatives. Regular circumflex
metatony is characteristic of the verbs with the suffix inti, which express a slow, sluggish, lazy going; the circumflex accent as if highlights the slowness of the action
performed [2: 57–60; 5: 351–354; 6: 220]. Therefore, derivatives with the suffix -inti show a regular pattern of
replacing the acute accent of the base word by circumflex: bibinti (: b mba), ker plinti (: ker pla), ki tinti
(: kito), ri glinti (: ri gla), šlevinti (: šlérva), va plinti
(: vámpla). A regular and consistent acute metatony is
characteristic of the derivatives with the suffix -inti formed
from verbs and rendering a specific meaning– to make a
repeated step-by-step action expressed by the base word.
“Such verbs usually show different active, repetitive
sounds performed with exertion” [2: 61]: cýpinti (: cpti),
klýkinti (: klkti), pýpinti (: ppti), plérpinti (: plepti),
r kinti (: r kti),  žinti (:  žti). Acute metatony is also
typical of certain nominal derivatives: dr sinti (: dr sų),
gárbinti (: gabę), káltinti (: ka tas), láisvinti (: la svas),
mérginti (: megą), svéikinti (: sve kas). However, it is not
consistent and regular; a considerable part of nominal
derivatives preserves the accent of the base word without any alterations [2: 53–72; 6: 219–220]. There are several verbs in the standard language, the accentuation
norm of which enables both accentuation variants – with
acute and circumflex accent: áudrinti and adrinti,
dáilinti and da linti, gársinti and ga sinti, jáudrinti and
jadrinti, páikinti and pa kinti, ráibinti and ra binti,
ráininti and ra ninti, skáidrinti and ska drinti, etc.
3.1.1.4. The majority of the verbal derivatives with
the suffix -inti are stressed on the root. Only about one
fifth of them have a stress on the suffix. A large group of
such verbs constitutes of the derivatives with the qualitative root vowel or diphthong gradation. This
morphonological factor determines their suffix accentuation type [2: 76–80; 5: 461; 7: 33–36]: brandnti (: br sti,
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bréndo), grąžnti (: gr žti), kank nti (: k  sti, keñtė),
laipnti (: lpti), naiknti (: nkti), raugnti (: r gti), sodnti
(: ssti, sda). Verbal derivatives with the suffix –inti, which
do not undergo root vowel gradation but are nevertheless stressed on the suffix, are not numerous: augnti,
bėgnti, gesnti, kūrnti, mok nti, nok nti, šokdnti,
vėdnti, vėsnti, etc.
3.1.1.5. Verbs with the suffix -inti derived from nouns
are usually stressed on the root: báiminti (: báimė),
žénklinti (: žénklas), spavinti (: spalvà, spavą); va kinti
(: va kas), vãginti (: vags, vãgį), mérginti (: mergà,
megą), etc. There are only 3 verbs of suffix accentuation
type: dabnti, dalnti, smalknti. Such accentuation pattern is morphonologically idiomatised and considered an
exception. The suffix accentuation type of some verbs is
determined by the derivatives with other suffixes, which
show similar structure and meaning (cf. dalnti – dalýti).
There are only 9 verbs derived from adjectives, which are
stressed on the suffix: baikštnti, brangnti, baugnti,
baugšt nti, gaiv  nti, graud  nti, jauk  nti, nars  nti,
šmaikštnti. The reasons determining the suffix accentuation of the stated verbs are not absolutely clear. Such
accentuation type illustrates the apparent tendency of
the verbs with the suffix -inti and other suffixes to gradually expand the domain of suffix accentuation in Lithuanian.
3.1.1.6. There are also cases in Standard Lithuanian
where the accentuation of verbs with the suffix -inti is
not settled; both accentuation variants are approved (root
and suffix or suffix and root): áušinti and aušnti, dárginti
and dargnti,  dinti and ėdnti, lãžintis and lažntis,
sma sinti and smalsnti, tipdinti and tirpdnti, tvrkinti
and tvirknti, výtinti and vytnti, vaišnti and váišinti,
nartnti and nártinti.
3.1.2. There are few – around 130 – verbs with the
suffix -yti in Standard Lithuanian but their accentuation
is rather complex (see Table 3):
Table 3.
Accentuation of Derivatives with the Suffix -yti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Root accentuation

99

77.3

Suffix accentuation

27

21.1

Double accentuation

2

1.6

Root and suffix accentuation is mostly influenced
by the lexical-grammatical factor (part of speech of the
base word), as well as the strength and weakness of the
stems of base words (accentual paradigm of the base
word). The stress of the verbs of root accentuation is
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fixed: b gnyti – b gniju, b gniji, b gnija; b gnijau,
b gnijai, b gnijo. The infinitive suffix of the derivatives
of suffix accentuation is acute, whereas the suffix of the
conjugated basic forms has a stressed short vowel and
the first-person singular forms are stressed in the ending: dalýti – dalijù, dalij, dalja; dalija, dalija , daljo.
3.1.2.1. Noun derivatives are usually stressed on
the root and maintain the stress of the base words as well
as prosodic properties: b gnyti (: b gnas), nu dyti
(: nu das), vazdyti (: vazdis), zanyti (: zaną); dmyti
(: d mas), g dyti (: g da), m ryti (: m ras), žáimyti
(: žáima). The majority of the verbs derived from the weak
fourth accentual paradigm are stressed on the suffix:
akýti, anglýti, korýti, rūdýti, šaknýti, šerkšnýti. The accentuation norm of a single verb is not settled: vilnýti
and vi nyti.
3.1.2.2. The verbs with the suffix -yti formed from
the adjectives of the fourth accentual paradigm retain
the base-word root stress and prosodic properties:
apmadyti (: apmadų), dva lyti (: dva lų), gidryti
(: gidrų), me lyti (: me lų). The verbs, which are derived
from the adjectives of the first or the third accentual paradigm, are generally stressed on the suffix: drėgnýti,
juodýti, mėlynýti, raudonýti. The accentuation of the
sole verb with this suffix derived from the numeral is not
settled; 2 variants of root accentuation are approved:
vinyti and venyti (: venas); it should be noted that the
circumflex metatony is characteristic of the principal variant.
3.1.2.3. There are few verbal derivatives with the
suffix -yti in the standard language; basically all of them
belong to the passive lexis and are more typical of dialects [2: 206–209]. There are only 12 such verbs, which
made their way to the standard language. Some of them
are stressed on the root (bùbyti, ši dyti, tvãtyti), others
have a stressed suffix (drunýti, grindýti, trūnýti).
3.2. Suffix accentuation prevails in the group of
verbs with suffixes -(i)oti, -auti, -ėti, -uoti.
3.2.1. There are around 850 verbs with the suffix (i)oti, which is the third most productive suffix in the
standard language. Their accentuation is rather complex:
some are stressed on the root, others on the suffix. All
the verbs with the suffix -(i)oti, which have short vowels
a, e, i, u in the root, are stressed on the suffix: lašnti,
rasti, seki ti, snignti, suki ti, tepliti, vedžiti [2:
119–120]. The accentuation norm of the sole verb of root
accentuation krusčioti was recently corrected: the new
suffix accentuation, as systematic, was established as
the principal accentuation type – krusčiti and krùsčioti.
The specific type of accentuation of other verbs predominantly depends on the structure of a specific suffix
Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci., vol. 5, no. 3, 2011
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– -oti, -ioti and polysyllabic allomorphs of the suffix (i)oti. All the verbs (both root and suffix accentuation)
maintain a fixed stress when conjugated: kl  poti –
kl  poju, kl  poji, kl  poja; dėk ti – dėk ju, dėk ji,
dėk ja.
3.2.1.1. The group of derivatives with the suffix -oti is
dominated by the suffix accentuation type (See Table 4):
Table 4.
Accentuation of Verbs with the Suffix -oti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Suffix accentuation

316

79.2

Root accentuation

64

16

Double accentuation

19

4.8

3.2.1.1.1. Verbal derivatives with the suffix -oti denoting a repetitive, occasional action performed with exertion are stressed on the root and have an acute accent.
The qualitative root vowel gradation is particularly popular in such derivatives ū:u, y:i – gr doti (: grùdo), kl poti
(: klùpti); brýdoti (: brdo), knýboti (: knbti). Verbs show
a regular acute metatony – the circumflex accent of the
base word shifts to acute accent: ki toti (: ki to), lndoti
(: liñdo), nikoti (: ni kti), r koti (: r kti) [2: 95]. The
verbs formed from the base words with acute accent retain it without any changes: láidoti (: léisti), plýšoti
(: plýšti). Verbal derivatives denoting a repetitive action
performed without exertion are stressed on the suffix:
bliūvti, čiaumti, grūmti, raizgti. They exist in line
with the verbs of similar derivational meaning with the
suffix -oti, which have a long vowel ė in the root – they
are also stressed on the suffix: kėsti, kėtti, plėtti,
skėtti [2: 96]. Some verbs have a circumflex accent on
the root: čiu poti, dri koti, gr boti, kn boti, pliaškoti
– such accentuation can be hardly defined by any patterns. The State Commission of the Lithuanian Language
revised the accentuation norm of some of them – more
regular variants with acute accent were approved: pe zoti
and péizoti, šakoti and šáukoti [1: 119].
3.2.1.1.1.2. Nominal derivatives with the suffix -oti
are usually stressed on the suffix: atlapti, dovanti,
galv ti, kalėdti, kov ti, krūmti, naudti, spalv ti.
The verbs, which have derivational links with the nouns
having a stressed prefix są-, are stressed on the prefix:
s lygoti (: slyga), s skaitoti (: s skaita), s veikoti
(: sveika). A considerable part of the verbs with the
suffix -oti derived from the nouns of the first accentual
paradigm retain the usual root accentuation: káinoti
(: káina), kárpoti (: kárpa), núomoti (: núoma), selotis
(: sela), šm klotis (: šm kla), várpoti (: várpa), vgroti
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(: vgra). However, the root accentuation of such verbs
in the language gradually declines; the suffix accentuation type is getting more and more prevalent. That is also
shown by a number of approved variants of double accentuation: ašar  ti and ãšaroti, dargan  ti and
dárganoti, pleiskanti and pléiskanoti, samanti and
sãmanoti, šerpetti and šérpetoti, vakarti and vãkaroti,
vasarti and vãsaroti, etc.
3.2.1.1.1.3. The verbs with the suffix -oti formed from
onomatopoeic interjections or interjections are also usually stressed on the suffix: baladti, čempti, čiaumti,
dėkti, keverzti [5: 448–449].
3.2.1.1.1.4. All the verbs with the allomorph -(s/š)noti
of the suffix -oti are stressed on the suffix: bilsnti,
keiksnti, kilnti, siurbsnti [2: 104–105; 5: 451].
3.2.1.1.1.5. Both accentuation variants are established in the case of some verbs with the suffix -oti in the
standard language: bjaurti and bjáuroti, nikoti and
niokti, plýšoti and plyšti, siáutoti and siautti, etc.
3.2.1.2. The root accentuation type dominates in the
group of derivatives with the suffix -ioti (see Table 5):
Table 5.
Accentuation of Verbs with the Suffix -ioti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Root accentuation

263

64.8

Suffix accentuation

132

32.5

Double accentuation

11

2.7

3.2.1.2.1. Verbal derivatives with the suffix -ioti are
most often stressed on the root. That is the accentuation
pattern of the verbs, the root of which ends with an affricate dž: kándžioti, kláidžioti, lándžioti, m gdžioti,
mndžioti, skráidžioti. Their root accent is acute. The
verbs with the suffix -ioti and stressed diphthongs in the
root with a as the initial component retain a stress on the
root and their suffix is acute (where the base word has a
circumflex accent, metatony occurs – the derivative has
an acute accent): nárplioti (: na pti), ránkioti (: riñkti),
páikioti (: pa  kti), pláukioti (: plakti), smáugioti
(: smáugti), tráukioti (: tráukti), válkioti (: vi kti). Acute
accent is also determined by the derivational meaning of
such derivatives – the action is performed with exertion.
This is also the accentuation pattern of derivatives of
different phonetic root structure rendering the same
meaning of action with exertion: m kioti, pslioti,  rioti,
zýzlioti. Where the verbs do not have the meaning of the
action with exertion, they are stressed on the suffix:
klemši ti, pirki ti, siunči ti. The verbs with a long
vowel ė in the root are also stressed on the root: bėgiti,
ėmiti, šėliti [8: 38]. The verbs featuring root vowel and
Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci., vol. 5, no. 3, 2011
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diphthong gradation (diphthong–short vowel–long
vowel) are stressed in a peculiar way: gnioti (: gnti,
gna, gýnė), pnioti (: pnti, pna, pýnė), sknioti (: sknti,
skna, skýnė), trnioti (: trnti, trna, trýnė). Circumflex
metatony is characteristic of derivatives [8: 37]. The previously approved accentuation norm of 2 similar verbs
with an unusual acute accent was corrected by the resolution of the State Commission of the Lithuanian Language – the new systematic accentuation variant is prescribed as the principal type: mnioti and mýnioti (: mnti,
mna, mýnė), stmioti and stmioti (: stùmti, stùmia, st mė)
[1: 120].
3.2.1.2.2. The derivatives from nouns and adjectives
with the suffix -ioti are stressed on the suffix: apgauliti,
eiliti, kvailiti, vėžliti [8: 38]. The following accentuation variants are established in the case of certain
verbs of such type: kiauliti and kiáulioti, seiliti and
séilioti, rùtulioti and rutuliti.
3.2.1.2.3. The verbs formed from the allomorph -(s/
š)čioti of the suffix -ioti are stressed on the root and
have an acute accent: blýkčioti, gnýbčioti, l  kčioti,
ráugčioti, trýpčioti, vársčioti, žnýbčioti [5: 388–392; 8:
39]. The derivatives formed from the words of circumflex
root show a regular acute metatony: báubčioti (: babti),
sp egčioti (: spigti), sprngčioti (: spriñgti), sr bčioti
(: sr bti), žvýgčioti (: žvigti) [5: 390–391; 8: 39]. The
variant of a single verb drusčioti with a circumflex accent was previously established in dictionaries (see DŽ4,
DŽ6e). Its accentuation norm was recently corrected – a
new regular acute root variant is now specified as the
principal variant: drùmsčioti and drusčioti (: drusti)
[1: 120–121; 8: 39]. The State Commission of the Lithuanian Language radically changed the accentuation norm
of the verb vogčioti. The dictionaries previously specified a non-systematic variant of suffix accentuation, now
a regular variant of root accentuation is established as
the principal variant, whereas the suffix accentuation
variant is specified as secondary: vgčioti and vogčiti.
3.2.1.2.4. Both accentuation variants are approved
in the standard language in the case of certain verbs with
the suffix -ioti: krauliti and kráulioti, rausliti and
ráuslioti, t sioti and tąsiti, t sioti and tįsiti.
3.2.1.3. The suffix -(i)oti has several polysyllabic
allomorphs. Around 50 verbs with the polysyllabic
allomorphs of this suffix in total function in the standard
language. Their accentuation is the following: root accentuation – 30, suffix accentuation – 7, double accentuation – 10. Nearly all derivatives with suffixes -aloti, anoti, -arioti, -aroti, -elioti, -enoti, -erioti, -uloti are
stressed on the root; their accentuation depends on the
phonetic root composition (long syllables have a circum-
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flex accent, which often undergoes metatony – cf. Item
3.2.4.2; short root vowels have a short stress): vãdaloti,
žlãbanoti, gañgarioti, žiataroti, žbelioti, čženoti,
žlèberioti, vãtuloti [2: 120–122]. Nearly all such verbs
belong to the passive lexis and are most commonly used
in dialects. The number of verbs with the allomorph alioti of the suffix -(i)oti is slightly higher. The majority
of them are also stressed on the root (long syllables have
a circumflex accent, which often undergoes metatony –
cf. Item 3.2.4.2; short root vowels have a short stress):
dra kalioti, ga valioti, gvalioti, ka palioti, ršalioti,
se galioti, sùkalioti. However, root accentuation is getting weaker in the standard language – suffix accentuation type gradually establishes its firm positions. The
group of derivatives with this suffix also includes the
cases of suffix accentuation: grabali ti, krapali ti,
raizgaliti, tavaliti, vartaliti. Both accentuation variants are approved in the case of 10 verbs: sapaliti and
sãpalioti, strakali ti and strãkalioti, strapali ti and
strãpalioti, vapaliti and vãpalioti, etc.
3.2.2. There are 515 verbs with the suffix -auti in
Standard Lithuanian. “The majority of the verbs with the
suffix -auti are stressed on the suffix: the infinitive and
present tense forms have an acute accent (the latter also
have a fixed stress), whereas a circumflex accent and variable stress are characteristic of the past simple tense” [4:
254]; when conjugated, the stress of the verbs of root
accentuation remains fixed: cf. škauti – škauju, škauji,
š kauja; š kavau, š kavai, š kavo and grybáuti –
grybáuju, grybáuji, grybáuja; grybava, grybava ,
grybãvo. The situation of accentuation of such verbs in
Standard Lithuanian is as follows (see Table 6):
Table 6.
Accentuation of Verbs with the Suffix -auti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Suffix accentuation

414

80.4

Root accentuation

90

17.5

Double accentuation

11

2.1

A specific accentuation type is usually determined
by the lexical-grammatical factor – the part of speech of
the base word: the stress on the suffix is characteristic of
nominal derivatives, whereas the stress on the root is
typical of verbal derivatives.
3.2.2.1. Nominal derivatives (formed from nouns,
adjectives, numerals) constitute the larger part of the
verbs with the suffix -auti. DŽ4, DŽ6e contain about 430 of
such derivatives (that makes up around 85% of all the
verbs with this suffix). The absolute majority of such
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derivatives are stressed on the suffix [2: 155–162; 4: 254–
255; 5: 407–410]: broliáuti, uogáuti, žoliáuti, atbuláuti,
drąsáuti, jaunáuti, pirmáuti, etc. Only a few cases of the
usual exclusively-root accentuation remained: b gštauti,
pkštauti, r stauti, v trauti, výrauti, vgrauti, živauti,
etc. “Dialects feature more examples of root accentuation. Such accentuation is determined by an accentually
strong acute root of the base word.” [2: 157]. Suffix accentuation is getting more and more popular in the standard language; the exceptions of the usual root accentuation gradually withdraw from active usage. That is also
indicated by the variants of accentuation prescribed by
dictionaries: for instance, pùsryčiauti and pusryčiáuti,
šykštáuti and šýkštauti. The State Commission of the
Lithuanian Language approved more variants of double
accentuation – next to previously established exclusive
root accentuation, the usage of regular variants of suffix
accentuation was approved as well: pãsninkauti and
pasninkáuti, p teriauti and poteriáuti; certain variants
were interchanged by establishing the suffix accentuation variant as the principal one: smarkáuti and smárkauti,
šiurkštáuti and šiùrkštauti [1: 123–124].
3.2.2.2. Verbal derivatives with the suffix -auti based
on the nouns with prefixes są-, sam-, san- do not have a
fixed accentuation type: sąvadáuti and svadauti,
samprotáuti and sámprotauti, santykiáuti a nd
sántykiauti, sąveikáuti and sveikauti. The listed suffixes, which are taken over by the derivatives with the
suffix -auti from the base nouns, contain a very strong
accentual power. It determines the prefix accentuation of
such verbs. However, suffix accentuation type clearly
prevails.
3.2.2.3. Verbal derivatives of the suffix -auti are not
numerous (there are over 80 of them in the standard language, which makes up 15% of all the derivatives with
this suffix). The larger part of the verbs of such derivational pattern maintains the place of stress in the root
inherited from base words in all its forms [2: 162–165; 5:
405–407]. The derivational meaning of such derivatives
is “to perform a repetitive action expressed by the base
word with exertion” [9: 46]. Such verbs show the action
of lower intensity, compared to the action denoted by
the base word, or a continuous action caused by the
repetitions of individual moments of the action. Such a
derivational meaning is also highlighted by the acute
accent of the stressed root of verbs. Therefore, a consistent and regular acute metatony is characteristic of
the derivatives, the base words of which have a circumflex accent: cýpauti (: cpti), č rškauti (: čikšti), klýkauti
(: klkti), mýkauti (: mkti), švlpauti (: švi pti), vérkauti
(: vekti). Acute accent of the base word is passed over
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to the derivative without any changes: kr  pauti
(: kr pti), plýšauti (: plýšti), st gauti (: stáugti), škauti
(: škti), trkštauti (: trkšti). Several verbs stressed on
the suffix stand out from a regular system of accentuation of verbal derivatives with the suffix -auti: išdykáuti,
ištvirkáuti. Apparently, the suffix accentuation of such
verbs is determined by a rather numerous group of nominal derivatives of similar derivation (with prefixed nouns
as base words): išlaidáuti (: šlaidos), įtaigáuti (:  taiga),
užgaidáuti (: ùžgaida) (see Item 3.2.2.1.). Phonetic reasons (a short root vocalism) make it impossible to stress
certain verbal derivatives with the suffix –auti on the
root: gedáuti, laláuti, magáuti, taráutis [2: 166].
3.2.3. There are more than 500 verbs with the suffix ėti in the standard language. They are most commonly
stressed on the suffix, but there are also cases of root
and double accentuation (see Table 7):
Table 7.
Accentuation of Verbs with the Suffix -ëti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Suffix accentuation

458

88.1

Root accentuation

56

10.8

Double accentuation

6

1.1

The verbs of both root and suffix accentuation, when
conjugated, do not change the place of stress and their
accentuation is fixed: áuklėti – áuklėju, áuklėji, áuklėja;
art ti – art ju, art ji, art ja.
3.2.3.1. The verbs with the suffix -ėti derived from
adjectives, numerals and adverbs are always stressed on
the suffix: balt  ti, malon ti, dvej  ti, trej  ti, art  ti,
daug ti [2: 134–136].
3.2.3.2. The verbs derived from nouns are generally
stressed on the suffix, but due to certain morphonological
reasons they also include the cases of root accentuation. The vast majority of such verbs are stressed on the
suffix: beždžion ti, daikt ti, glamon ti, ryt ti, saul ti,
žiev ti. Certain verbs with the suffix -ėti formed from the
fixed-accentuation nouns of the strong first accentual
paradigm retain root accentuation: áuklėti (: áuklė),
kémpėti (: kémpė), kérpėti (: kérpės), pléinėti (: pléinės),
váltėti (: váltis). The following accentuation variants were
established in the case of 3 verbs: kaul ti and káulėti
(: káulas), seil ti and séilėti (: séilės), stembti and stémbėti
(: stémbas). In 2005 the State Commission of the Lithuanian Language approved the suffix accentuation variant
of other 3 verbs derived from nouns, which were previously established with the stress on the root only:
įsitéisėti and įsiteis ti (: téisė), máurėti and maur ti
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(: maura , máurus), várputėti and varput ti (: várputis)
[1: 121–122]. Obvious tendencies of narrowing the domain of root accentuation and expanding suffix accentuation of the verbs with the suffix -ėti derived from nouns
can be observed.
3.2.3.3. More than a half of the verbal derivatives
with the suffix -ėti are stressed on the suffix. Such accentuation is only typical of suffixed verbs used with prefixes (paėj ti, pajoj ti, pakop ti, pamezg ti, pašok ti)
and the verbs with a short root vocalism (giž ti, kit ti,
sal ti, tep ti, vad tis) [2: 147–149]. Certain other verbal
derivatives are also stressed on the suffix: dirbti, klojti,
rūg ti, tryn ti. Root accentuation type is also characteristic of the verbal derivatives with the suffix -ėti, which
denote a durative repetitive action performed with exertion. Their derivational meaning is highlighted by acute
accent: griáudėti (: griáudė), l žėti (: l žti), šiáušėti
(: šiáušti), véngėti (: véngti). Where the accent of the
base verb is circumflex, the derivative undergoes a regular consistent acute metatony: álpėti (: a pti), dáužėti
(: dažti), géibėti (: ge bti), siáutėti (: siatė), š kauti
(: šakti) [2: 143–144; 5: 410–412; 6: 217; 9: 10; 10: 354–
356]. Acute accent is also characteristic of derivatives,
which undergo the root vowel gradation in the course of
derivation: áižėti (: žti), bráizgėti (brzga), triáušėti
(: triùšti).
3.2.4. -uoti is the most productive verbal suffix in
the Lithuanian language (nearly 1,400 verbs with this
suffix function in the standard language). Suffix accentuation prevails in the group of verbs with the suffix uoti [2: 19–46; 11: 51–53]. The cases of root and prefix
accentuation in the standard language are rapidly declining and a gradual shift to the generalised suffix accentuation type is getting more and more apparent. When
conjugated, the verbs of root accentuation maintain a
fixed stress: diñderiuoti – diñderiuoju, diñderiuoji,
diñderiuoja; diñderiavau, diñderiavai, diñderiavo. “The
larger part of the verbs with the suffix -uoti are stressed
on the suffix: the infinitive and present tense forms have
an acute accent (the latter also have a fixed stress),
whereas a circumflex accent and a variable stress are
characteristic of the past simple tense” [4: 254]: asmenúoti
– asmenúoju, asmenúoji, asmenúoja; asmenava,
asmenava , asmenãvo. The accentuation type is mostly
determined by a specific structure of the suffix – the verbs
with the prevalent suffix -uoti are generally stressed on
the suffix, whereas the group of polysyllabic variants of
this suffix is dominated by root accentuation. The accentuation of such verbs in the modern language is the following (see Table 8):
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Table 8.
Accentuation of Derivatives with the Suffix -uoti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Suffix accentuation

1,315

95.8

Root accentuation

27

2

Double accentuation

31

2.2

3.2.4.1. Derivatives with the suffix -uoti are formed
from nouns, adjectives, pronouns, interjections, onomatopoeic interjections, verbs; quite a large number of verbs
with the suffix -uoti deriving from international words
belong to this group. Despite the morphonological peculiarities of base words, such verbs are stressed on the
suffix: ginklúoti, slogúoti, gyvúoti, margúoti, dejúoti,
alsúoti, akreditúoti, standartizúoti [11: 51–53]. The following accentuation variants are established in the cases
of some other verbs: várpučiuoti and varpučiúoti,
sántykiuoti and santykiúoti.
3.2.4.2. The accentuation of the verbs with the variants of the suffix -uoti – polysyllabic suffixes -uriuoti, anduoti, -induoti, -unduoti, -uliuoti, -al(i)uoti, -ar(i)uoti,
-er(i)uoti, -eliuoti, -ikuoti, -iniuoti etc – considerably
differs from the derivatives of the principal suffix -uoti. It
is the group that includes the highest number of root
accentuation cases (see Table 9):
Table 9.
Accentuation of Verbs with Polysyllabic Suffixes -uoti

Accentuation type

Number

Percentage

Suffix accentuation

112

67.1

Root accentuation

26

15.5

Double accentuation

29

17.4

The verbs of such type are usually derived from other
verbs or onomatopoeic interjections. Their common derivational meaning denotes a non-intensive continuous or
repetitive action or state. The accent of the stressed root
of such verbs is circumflex and often undergoes metatony
[2: 32–43; 3: 105; 5: 417–421; 6: 213; 9: 38; 11: 53]:
gañgariuoti (: gánga), di buliuoti (: drbti), miñdžikuoti
(: mndo, mndžioja), nkuliuoti (: nkti). However, two
thirds of such derivatives are stressed on the suffix:
glėbesčiúoti, matarúoti, mosikúoti, skambaliúoti,
slidiniúoti, tarškaliúoti. The accentuation of 29 verbs in
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the standard language is not settled: both accentuation
variants are used: gi  gžduliuoti and girgžduliúoti,
klbinduoti and klibindúoti, l kuriuoti and lūkuriúoti,
pl duriuoti and plūduriúoti, sūkuriúoti and s kuriuoti,
žaižarúoti and ža žaruoti, etc. In 2005 the State Commission of the Lithuanian Language corrected the accentuation of as many as 14 such verbs: a) new variants of
popular suffix accentuation were approved; b) the former
accentuation variants were interchanged – suffix accentuation was established as the principal type, while root
accentuation was approved as the secondary variant.

Conclusions:
1. The accentuation properties of verbal suffixes in
Standard Lithuanian are not identical. The accentuation
type of suffixed verbs depends on various phonological,
derivational and semantic factors: specific suffix or its
allomorph, part of speech of the base word, derivational
meaning, root vowel gradation, metatony, etc. Some suffixes encourage suffix accentuation of verbs, others
prompt root accentuation, while the accentuation of some
other suffixed derivatives is not settled. According to
the prevalent accentuation type, suffixed verbs in Modern Lithuanian are divided into 4 groups.
2. The first group includes the verbs of dominant
stressed suffixes -enti, -inėti, which are always stressed
on the suffix.
3. The second group contains the verbs with the
dominant unstressed weak verbal suffix -telėti, which are
generally stressed on the root.
4. The third group consists of the verbs with variable-stress suffixes -uoti, -auti, -ėti, -oti variant -(i)oti,
which are stressed on both the suffix and the root, but
suffix accentuation is clearly the dominant pattern.
5. The fourth group contains the verbs of variableaccent suffixes -inti, -yti and -ioti variant -(i)oti, which
are stressed on the suffix and the root but root accentuation prevails.
6. Modern Lithuanian show clear tendencies of narrowing the domain of root accentuation and expanding
the domain of suffix accentuation. In respect of the requirements for systematisation and the tendencies of
actual usage, in 2005 the State Commission of the Lithuanian Language corrected the accentuation norms of 104
verbs.
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enaTmecniereba

sufiqsiani zmnebis aqcentuaciis sistema standartul
litvurSi
v. kavaliauskasi
* litvis pedagogiur mecnierebaTa universitetis litvuri enaTmecnierebisa da komunikaciis departamenti,
vilniusi
(warmodgenilia akademikos T. gamyreliZis mier)

zmnur sufiqsTa aqcentuaciis tipebi standartul litvurSi ar arian identurni da
gansxvavdebian erTmaneTisagan fonologiuri, derivaciuli da semantikuri faqtorebisda mixedviT.
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